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 Description  Description 

Hanging Jewelry Organizer with Double Side 80 Storage PocketHanging Jewelry Organizer with Double Side 80 Storage Pocket

80 Zippers pockets prevent losing your earrings, necklaces, hair clips, bracelets, rings or other80 Zippers pockets prevent losing your earrings, necklaces, hair clips, bracelets, rings or other
small stuffssmall stuffs
Easy To Carry, Hang, Storage. Perfect for travel and household use.You can hang it on wall,Easy To Carry, Hang, Storage. Perfect for travel and household use.You can hang it on wall,
closet pole, doorknob, towel bar or hook by itself (Hanger Included) It can be folded into acloset pole, doorknob, towel bar or hook by itself (Hanger Included) It can be folded into a
suitcase for travel suitcase for travel 

HIGH QUALITY:HIGH QUALITY:

Made of Non woven fabrics and transparent PVC window.Effectively protect your ornamentsMade of Non woven fabrics and transparent PVC window.Effectively protect your ornaments
from falling off and make it easy to see itemsfrom falling off and make it easy to see items

SUITABLESUITABLE
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Prevent Jewellery being lost:80 Zippers pockets prevent losing your earrings, necklaces, hairPrevent Jewellery being lost:80 Zippers pockets prevent losing your earrings, necklaces, hair
clips, bracelets, rings or other small stuffs while preventing dust from falling in.clips, bracelets, rings or other small stuffs while preventing dust from falling in.

PERFECT STORAGE SOLUTION Space Saver:PERFECT STORAGE SOLUTION Space Saver:

Put the usual earrings, necklaces and small things in the storage bag.It can save space, andPut the usual earrings, necklaces and small things in the storage bag.It can save space, and
the table will not be messy.the table will not be messy.

Instant VisualInstant Visual

Instant Visual-Fully opening- Makes loading and unloading a breeze. It will save you theInstant Visual-Fully opening- Makes loading and unloading a breeze. It will save you the
trouble of retrieving from top shelf to get a peek, and at the same time avoiding duplicatetrouble of retrieving from top shelf to get a peek, and at the same time avoiding duplicate
purchases.purchases.

Convenience Easy to carryConvenience Easy to carry

These fabric and PVC material are endurable.It can be rolled up and put in a suitcase,These fabric and PVC material are endurable.It can be rolled up and put in a suitcase,
because they all have zippers to ensure that they will not be lostbecause they all have zippers to ensure that they will not be lost
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